Roll-In Docks Instructions

32’ Roll-In with a
Sundeck Shown

To Level the Dock
Use a 15/16” socket
with a 18 volt cordless
drill or use the provided
handle

Slide 6’ or 10’ Ramp pins into holes.
Ramp hindges up or down

As you walk on
your V-Dock you
should be able to
read the logo on
the decking going
out to the lake
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Slide the axle connection into
the leg as shown. Tighten the
spring bolt and lock nut just until
the threads goes beyond the lock
nut leaving the spring flexible
Follow the same steps attaching
the 4’, 8’ & 12 wide axles onto our
screw drive wheel assemblies

Screw Drive Shore Wheels

Roll In Shore End

Roll In Shore End

Shore Post & Foot Pads

Starter Posts &
Foot Pads

Screw Drive Shore Wheels

1.
Using a 3/4”
wrench to remove
or install posts in
and out from the
side of the dock

2.
Shore Wheels

-

Notes: angles of tubes
are facing each other

1. Loosely attach the
square U-Bolts onto the
end channel frame and slide
screw drive legs through
the U-Bolts & tighten.

2. Slide the axle con
nection into the leg as
shown. Tighten the spring
bolt and lock nut just
the threads goes beyond
the lock nut leaving the
until spring flexable
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Connecting Pin
With Snap Pin

Sections can
be separated

Move snap pin into
outer hole for loose
fitting connection for transport.

Move snap ring into
inner hole for tight fitting
connection and
summertime use.
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If you have a Triple Wide Sundeck go to v-dock.com and go to v-dock
instructions page for video tips on keeping the sundeck straight when
installing or removing your dock.

Pull Slowly ->

Identify slots where you want to install an accessory. Push the point of your knife
through the tab where the plastic is thinnest ( alongwhite dotted line in picture above.)
NOTE: Every two feet, there will be a metal strap that ties the framework together, you
will NOT be able to cut tabs at these points.

Tools Needed: Serrated steak knife and long regular screwdriver.

(Required for Cleats, Ladder, Stairs, Hangers, Canoe racks, Quick Grabbers, Moveable
Bench and Moveable Bumper)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CUTTING THE TABS ON DECKING
TO INSTALL SOME ACCESSORIES

Use regular screwdriver to push the tab down into the V-Beam. This opens up the slot so
you can install accessories.

Saw towards the outside edge. At the end of the tabyou will hit the metal V-Beam and need to
saw a little on top of the V-Beam to finish cutting off the plastic tab.

View of open tab allowing for installation of accessories.

